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Air photo of Castle Acre Priory from the south west, with the parish church and medieval town behind. The earthworks of the castle are
also just visible to the right. The area of the priory in English Heritage guardianship is limited to ruins and the well-cut lawns enclosed by
the iron railings in the left foreground and the gatehouse to the north. Photo by Mike Page taken in 2005.

We can report that discussions are well advanced for the Trust to manage an important conservation
project at Castle Acre Priory; here English Heritage looks after the ruins of the priory church and
cloisters, but the rest of the precinct is in urgent need of repair and careful management. At Caistor
Roman town the metal detector survey on Dunston Field over the last year has identified the extent
of an Anglo-Saxon trading centre on the west bank of the River Tas dating from the eight century.
At St Benets Abbey, the Conservation and Access Project has completed work on the gatehouse and
windmill, and volunteers have become involved in scrub clearance, historical research and wildlife
surveys.

Castle Acre Priory
The Norfolk Archaeological Trust seems to have a
habit of becoming involved in iconic places, and
Castle Acre Priory is certainly one of these. It sits
in the Nar valley in one of the most beautiful parts
of Norfolk. English Heritage and its predecessors
have had the priory church and the cloisters in
its Guardianship since 1929, but the majority of
the precinct, as at Binham Priory, is outside the
black iron railings which denote the limits of State
responsibility. The precinct meadow contains some
fine monastic earthworks, but they are infested with
nettles and rabbits and the meadow is surrounded by
a flint precinct wall which in many places is close to
collapse. The whole wall, where it survives, is in need
of urgent repair.

Castle Acre Priory, nestling into the Nar valley, is surely one of the most
beautiful and tranquil places in Norfolk. It is important that we carry out
the urgent repairs to the precinct walls with great care and sensitivity.
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Castle Acre Priory under snow showing the earthworks within the precinct with exceptional clarity. It is clear from this that the iron railings artificially separate the upstanding ruins from the whole monument. Cambridge University Collection of Air Photographs taken on 10th February
1969 (AXA 65).

place in good order. The project will be managed by
the Trust, which is due to take on a lease when the
conservation phase has been completed.
David Watt will act as the building surveyor to
oversee the wall repairs, and the main contractor will
be R. & J. Hogg, both of whom have been working
for us at St Benets Abbey.

Caistor Roman Town
New developments
Great things will be happening at Caistor over
the next couple of years which will considerably
enhance public enjoyment of the property. The
55-acre Dunston Field will be opened for public
access in the early summer once the new pedestrian
bridge has been built across the river. This bridge
has been made possible thanks to 100% funding
from Norfolk County Council’s Community
Construction Fund. Dunston Field has been sown
with a wild flower mix so it can be developed as
a hay meadow, thanks to generous support from
Natural England. This will be good for wildlife,
especially for ground-nesting birds such as skylarks.
In the spring of 2013 all the stiles and some of the
narrow kissing gates will be replaced with disabledaccess kissing gates suitable for both motorised
wheel chairs and child buggies.

Where the precinct walls survive they are heavily penetrated with ivy
and in places look very unstable.

The site is in the ownership of the Holkham Estate,
and Lord Leicester’s estate managers have been
working with the Trust for some months to find
conservation solutions to these serious problems.
English Heritage is facing severe budget cuts, and
is unable to help. However, Natural England has
recognised the importance of the historic landscape
here and is willing to commit resources to the
conservation of the priory within the context of their
Higher Level Stewardship Scheme. Natural England
has allocated £325,000 for the wall repairs, new
fencing and gates and information panels to put the
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Then, over the next two years a new series of
information panels covering both the archaeology and
the wildlife will be erected at strategic points. This
will summarise primarily our current understanding
of the Roman town based on the results of four years
of excavations by Will Bowden of the University of
Nottingham and the geophysical surveys by Dave
Bescoby at UEA. This will all be funded by Natural
England under their Higher Level Stewardship
Scheme. Following on from that, we anticipate Will
Bowden and John Davies will be writing a new
guidebook to replace the first one written by John
Davies and published in 2001.
Natural England has also agreed to fund some further
repairs to the Roman north wall, and this will take
place over the summer.

Kissing gates suitable for disabled access and for children’s buggies
are being installed throughout the property at Caistor.

A plan of the Caistor property showing the locations of the footbridge over the Tas, the new kissing gates for disabled access and the proposed
new information panels.
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Metal detector survey of Dunston Field

As far back as 1979 two metal detecting
enthusiasts, Paul Butterfant and Don Bennet,
started work on Dunston Field, under the
guidance of the well-known archaeologist, the late
Tony Gregory, and between them they produced
some remarkable results. The two continued their
painstaking work up until 1985 and sporadically
thereafter until 1989. Roman material was to
be expected, but it was the Anglo-Saxon coins,
always difficult to find in any circumstances,
which made everybody sit up. By the time they
had finished, they had found a Merovingian gold
tremissis dating back to about 650 AD and 21
eighth-century silver sceattas.
The results appeared to suggest that this field
on the west bank of the River Tas was the main
focus for Middle Saxon activity, representing
the emergence of a market centre earlier than
Norwich. It was because of these discoveries
that the Trust was keen to buy the field when
it came up for sale in 2011. Having bought the
land, the first step was to continue the detecting
work, plotting the results very precisely so that
we could identify the extent of Anglo-Saxon
settlement before it was covered over by the grass
seed the Trust sowed last October.

Mark Turner with his metal detector in Dunston Field. He has collected and recorded under a licence issued by English Heritage 611
Roman and 7 Anglo-Saxon sceattas from the field, locating them
using hand-held GPS equipment to a 10-figure grid reference.
Photo by Olga Turner.

We knew that in the intervening years there had
been much night-time detecting in the field,
but we could not guess if enough Anglo-Saxon
coins still remained in the ploughsoil to make
the exercise worthwhile. So, as soon as the
field became available the Caistor Research
Project survey group started work with an
English Heritage licence, which is necessary
on a Scheduled Ancient Monument. They were
followed by an experienced local detectorist,
Mark Turner, who had already done valuable
work in the field to the north.

The remarkable seventh-century Visigothic buckle plate found in
the field to the north of Dunston Field in 2010 (just over 100mm
long). Photo Norfolk Historic Environment Service.

In the Trust’s autumn Annual Report we published
the first results showing the Roman coins found by
Mark Turner plotted against the background of the
geophysical survey by Dave Bescoby. At that stage
there were just two surface finds of sceattas. But
we now have 20 from Dunston Field itself and from
Mark’s work on the field to the north. These coins
and those from the 1980s which were recorded with
sufficient accuracy to be plotted on a map are shown
here. It is quite clear now that the Anglo-Saxon finds
are centred on the Roman crossroads just to the west
of the river crossing opposite the west gate into the
late Roman town. But they also spread out to north
and south along the river bank following the Roman
road. What is particularly interesting is that coins
like this have never been seen on the opposite bank
within the town centre.

The catalogue below of the latest sceattas by Dr
Adrian Marsden, the coin specialist for Norfolk’s
Identification and Recording Service, sets out the coin
results in detail. His selection of photographs shows
that the sceattas are nearly all in mint condition.
They clearly point to a short period of fairly intense
commercial activity in the eighth century. Although
this Newsletter is not usually the place to go into
great archaeological detail, these coins are of such
significance for the history of the Roman town that
we are listing them all here in full.
It is particularly interesting that the Sunken Featured
Building (S.F.B.) excavated last summer turned out to
be Middle Saxon and not Early Saxon. So we haven’t
yet found any evidence for Early Saxon settlement
from the fifth, sixth or seventh centuries, even though
there are two Early Saxon cremation cemeteries from
this period on the surrounding hilltops. This will
surely be an area for much further research.

Another notable find by Mark from the field to the
north is a rare and richly decorated seventh-century
Spanish Visigothic buckle plate pictured here, which
he has given to Norwich museum.
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The distribution of the Anglo-Saxon sceattas found on Dunston Field and the field to the north. The open circles show those found in the 1980s
and the numbered infilled symbols indicate those found recently by the Caistor Project survey team and by Mark Turner. The coins are plotted
onto an outline plan of the below-ground features recorded by geophysics and shown in more detail in the 2012 Spring Newsletter and the 2012
Annual Report. Plan by Dave Bescoby.
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The Middle Saxon coins from the
Caistor St Edmund excavations and
metal detector survey 2012

The coins from Dunston field and the field to the
north have furnished an interesting group which
suggests a relatively short but intensive period of
trading activity perhaps before settlement moved to
Norwich.

The sceattas are spread over the two fields and the
discovery of one in a secure context in the lower fill of
the S.F.B. strongly suggests that all were stray losses
and were not from a hoard.

CATALOGUE OF COINS FOUND DURING
2011 and 2012 (in chronological order)

By Adrian Marsden

1) Series D, Type 2c, weight 1.04g (Continental)
2) Series D, Type 2c, weight 0.92g (Continental)
3) Series E ‘Plumed Bird’ variety J/K, weight 1.15g (Continental)
4) Imitation of Series BIA, weight 1.26g (Primary)
5) Series B derivative, De Wit p.62, subgroup 2, weight 1.23g
(Primary)
6) SAROALDO type, weight 1.09g (Primary)
7) Series J, Type 36, Metcalf plate 18, no. 301, weight 1.08g
(Secondary)
8) Series G, weight 1.04g (Secondary)
9) Early Series R/Type 51 ‘mule’, Metcalf plate 26, no. 435,
weight 0.92g (Secondary)
10) Type 70, Metcalf plate 26, no. 436, weight 0.94g (Secondary)
11) Series E, Kloster Barthe type, weight 1.06g (Continental)
12) Series E, Kloster Barthe type, weight 0.92g (Continental)
13) Series E, Kloster Barthe type, weight 1.21g (Continental)
14) Series E, Kloster Barthe type, weight 0.77g (Continental)
15) Series E, Kloster Barthe type, weight 1.23g (Continental)
16) Series E, Kloster Barthe type, weight 0.92g (Continental)
17) Series L, Type 15, weight 1.04g (Secondary)
18) Unusual CARIP type with left facing bust, cf.
Metcalf p.416ff, weight 0.98g (Secondary)
19) Series R10, Wigraed Runic type, Metcalf plate 25, nos. 423-4,
weight 0.83g (Secondary)
20) Series R10, Wigraed Runic type, Metcalf plate 25, nos. 423-5,
weight 0.82g (Secondary)

We are fortunate in having records of another twentyone coins of this period recorded by the Late Tony
Gregory from Dunston field in the late 1970s and
1980s. The two collections are large enough to be
considered as a representative sample from the site.
The broad makeup of the group, comprising as it
does, both English and Continental types, is typical of
what one would expect. Sceattas from the Continent
circulated widely in England and vice versa. Upwards
of fifty percent of sceattas recorded as stray finds from
Norfolk are of Continental origin; the figure from this
group is perfectly in accord with established trends.
Approximately two-thirds of the sceattas are from the
so-called Secondary phase and thus belong to a period
roughly from about 720 to 760. Given the fact that the
other sceattas, termed Primary types, could have been
circulating well into the eighth century, this would
suggest that coin use at the site belongs mainly to a
period 700-760.
The one sceatta from the secure context, from well
within the dark fill of the S.F.B. is a Secondary Series
E ‘Porcupine’ type dating to the first half of the eighth
century. It is in fairly crisp condition but it is difficult
to see it having gone into the ground much before c.
720.
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The other sceattas as a whole reinforce this general
dating of coin use at the site. The demonstrably later
issues, such as the two Series R10 Wigraed Runic
types and the Series L specimen, have barely seen
circulation. Since they date to c. 730-50, they form a
useful indicator of when coin use ceased. An example
of the transitional East Anglian sceatta/penny types
of Beonna dating to early in the second half of the
eighth century has been recorded from Caistor but,
given the lack of a more precise provenance, it cannot
be certain that it came from Dunston field or nearby.
Later eighth-century coins are very rare as stray
finds but one or two examples might be expected to
have surfaced if coin use continued at the site in the
decades running up to the end of the century.
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Any dating of coin use at a site based on a group of
sceattas, with their bold designs, not quickly worn
down, and relatively short window of circulation, is
very subjective. Nonetheless, it would appear from
the evidence furnished by this group that this area
of Caistor witnessed a relatively short period of coin
use, particularly concentrated in the second quarter of
the eighth century. The large numbers do, however,
suggest that coin use during this period was intensive.
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Opposite and above: a selection of the Anglo-Saxon sceattas,
numbered 18, 6, 8, 4, 7, 3. 20. All the coins off Dunston Field
will be placed by the Trust on long-term loan with the Norfolk
Museums Service. Photos by Adrian Marsden.
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St Benets Abbey
Conservation work

It is pleasing to report that conservation of the
gatehouse and windmill is almost complete, and
work has started on the abbey church. This will be
followed by capping and protection of the precinct
wall where it survives around the abbey perimeter.

Volunteer groups

The project has continued to benefit from
enthusiastic community interest under the inspired
leadership of the Project Officer, Caroline Davison.
A dedicated team of molehill surveyors has been
visiting the site every month all through the freezing
winter to find and record artefacts thrown up by very
active moles. The Historic Graffiti Survey group has
begun visiting the 22 churches once in the possession
of the Abbey, rediscovering in Horning church the
only known graffito of medieval music known in the
county. Members of the Archive Research group are
following varied lines of enquiry including historic
routes to the Abbey, the connection with Fastolf/
Falstaff, and tracing all known historic images of the
site. Another volunteer group is developing outdoor
learning materials to encourage educational visits to
the Abbey. And our newly trained team of Visitor
Guides will begin regular tours of the site in May.

Paths are being rebuilt and surfaced by the Broads Authority work
team between the river moorings and the site as part of the project.

Day schools and workshops
A fully booked series of day schools on reading the
historic landscape is currently underway, with Tom
Williamson and Alison Yardy adding an extra day to
the programme to meet demand. A series of wildlife
survey workshops will run through the summer and
into the autumn to provide training for a new group
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The front face of the gatehouse within the windmill freshly cleaned and conserved.

of volunteers who will record flora and fauna on the
site. The group will be led by Kate Hilton, a UEA
Environmental Sciences student, and the survey

information will inform the Trust’s biodiversity
management plan.
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The 2013 Trust and Archaeological Society’s joint excursion on 9th May to St Benets Abbey where members were able to view the fully restored
gatehouse and windmill for the first time.

R. & J. Hogg, our building contractors, will be
running a practical workshop at the abbey during
June on the use of flint and lime, and there will also
be an opportunity to visit the Bulmer Brick & Tile Co

in Suffolk to learn about the art of making
traditional bricks. Places are still available on these
courses. Contact info@stbenetsabbey.org for more
information.

Volunteers from the Green Team in Great Yarmouth who cleared the medieval precinct wall of scrub and thorn bushes to give access for the
repairs. Photo by Caroline Davison.
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The surviving courses of the precinct wall being cleaned ready for conservation during the summer.

The abbey church being prepared for re-pointing and repairs at the start of the 2013 season. Photos by David Watt.
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Public events
In addition to the workshops and day schools, two
public events are planned for the site. CREATE! at St
Benet’s Abbey on Sunday August 11th will provide
creative arts activities on site led by a local writer and
artists; and during the Heritage Open

Days September 13-15th a series of day schools and
re-enactments will explore ‘A Monk’s Life’. A mini-bus
shuttle service from Ludham village, and ferry trips from
Ludham Bridge provided by the Nancy Oldfield Trust,
will provide access to the site on these days.

A Christmas gathering of St Benets Abbey volunteers being briefed by the project
officer Caroline Davison in Ludham church rooms.

After the wine and mince pies the party moved to Ludham
church on a graffiti hunt, where writing on the church
walls, almost invisible in day light, showed up remarkably well by torchlight. The photo shows an upside down
signature on a stone re-used in the fifteenth century.

Children from a local primary school looking for artefacts in a molehill survey at St Benets, using red flags to mark the locations of their
discoveries. Photo by Caroline Davison.
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All on the NAT website
Full details of all the workshops, day schools, and
events are available from the NAT website, where
you will also find the monthly project Blog and
Twitter feed.
If you are interested in getting involved in the
project or would like to be added to the news and
events mailing list, please
• email info@stbenetsabbey.org
• Tel: 01603 462987
• Go to Volunteer page at www.norfarchtrust.org.uk

The new donations box near the car park. Photo by John Russell.

Fiddler’s Hill

Donations box

Burgh Castle is a site which has a very high use by dog
walkers, many of whom walk their dogs here daily.
They enjoy the place and many are clearly fond of it,
but they have little opportunity to contribute to property
repairs and maintenance. So, as an experiment we have
installed a donations box near the car park, and it will
be interesting to see if people are prepared to contribute
to our costs over the coming months. The box is made
of heavy box steel, and we believe it will be vandal
proof. We have just taken out the first £20 note!

Our Bronze Age round barrow on the Binham/
Warham parish boundary now has its own attractive
information panel designed by Trevor and Imogen
Ashwin. This explains how these burial mounds were
built and what was found on the site when the mound
was partly removed in road widening in the 1930s.
Members who visit Binham Priory might well enjoy a
visit Fiddlers Hill, not far away.

The retirement of Elizabeth Armstrong
At the 2012 AGM Elizabeth Armstrong retired after
many years of devoted service to the Trust and was
presented by the chairman with a watercolour of
Warham Iron Age fort by David Yaxley
Elizabeth was appointed Deputy Secretary under
Basil Cozen-Hardy in 1969 and became a Council
member in 1970, a role she retained until 2004. When
Basil eventually retired in 1975 she became Company
Secretary briefly and then again in 1994, and she
remained in that post with great dedication until 2012.
Her legal background made her ideal for that role, and
her particular interest in insurance matters guaranteed
that the Trust was always well covered in that respect!
We are enormously grateful for all Elizabeth has done
for the Trust over the last 43 years.

The new information panel freshly installed at Fiddlers Hill.
Photo by Trevor Ashwin.

Burgh Castle
Birds in the reedbeds

Spring is a wonderful time to visit the Roman fort,
with the marsh harriers displaying over the Glebe
Marsh reedbeds. Last year two pairs fledged six young
and one of them was later sighted in August at the
Tophill Low Nature Reserve in Yorkshire. Two pairs
are nesting again, and their offspring will also be
wing-tagged, and it will be interesting to see where
any of them turn up.
The reedbeds also hold probably the largest roost
in the county of the fast-declining Yellow Wagtails.
Some of these will be netted and ringed this year to
study their movements.

The Trust’s chairman, Matthew Martin, presenting Elizabeth Armstrong with a watercolour of Warham Iron Age fort at the Trust’s
2012 AGM. Photo by Sue Walker White
Text by Peter Wade-Martins and Caroline Davison, Design by Sue Walker White
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